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Distributed Encirclement and Capture of Multiple
Pursuers With Collision Avoidance
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Abstract—In this article, we propose a distributed algo-
rithm for cooperatively pursuing an adversarial evader in an
unbounded environment with cluttered obstacles. The algo-
rithm relies on constructing the buffered evader-centered
bounded Voronoi cell (B-ECBVC) in real time for each pur-
suer to safely chase the evader among obstacles. Based
on the B-ECBVC, an encirclement control law and a cap-
ture strategy are proposed. Specifically, the control law
drives each pursuer toward the centroid of its B-ECBVC
to trap the evader, while the capture strategy guides it
to reduce the distance between a team of pursuers and
the evader by adaptively compressing the B-ECBVC. By
integrating the control law and the capture strategy, the
pursuers can rapidly approach the evader, while simultane-
ously maintaining the encirclement. To guarantee collision
avoidance, a rapid and reliable approach for creating secure
regions of pursuers by integrating separating hyperplanes
and buffered terms into B-ECBVCs. In addition, the pro-
posed pursuit method is further extended to a higher order
dynamics system with avoiding moving obstacles. Our B-
ECBVC approach is validated with various escape policies
of the evader in dense obstacle environments. Moreover,
real-time experiments with an autonomous evader and a
human evader are implemented in a multiple mobile robot
platform to validate the effectiveness of our approach.

Index Terms—Distributed planning, multiagent systems,
pursuit–evasion, Voronoi diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIROBOT pursuit–evasion (MPE) game draws con-
siderable research attention recently with many real-

world applications, including area surveillance [1], target track-
ing [2], [3], [4], and wildlife monitoring [5]. In this kind game, a
team of pursuers applies a cooperative control strategy to capture
an evader, while the evader attempts to escape simultaneously.
As a typical application scenario of MPE game, multiple robots
collaboratively capture an evader in an unbounded environment
with obstacles. One of the main challenges is the cooperation
among robots to limit the adversarial evader movements and
capture them safely.

One classic formulation of the MPE problem is based on a
noncooperative differential game that utilizes Hamilton-Jacobi-
Issacs (HJI) partial differential equation [6]. However, it is
difficult to generate strategies when only the initial configu-
rations are known, and has huge computational overhead in
the case of large-scale players [7]. Another formulation of the
MPE problem is based on intelligent methods. Selvakuma and
Bakolas [8] employed min–max Q-learning to subsequently
obtain the optimal pursuit action for the evader at each stage.
Fu et al. [9] proposed a UAV pursuit–evasion strategy based
on reinforcement learning and imitation learning to flexibly
adjust the speed and attitude to pursue the evader. This kind
of method may occur the curse of dimensionality problem [10]
and need high-frequency interaction among pursuers for coor-
dination [11], which may not be suitable in real-world pursuit
scenarios with limited communication resources.

To obtain fast and robust pursuit strategies, recent studies use
the Voronoi diagram to solve MPE problems in a distributed
fashion. Compared with the abovementioned methods, it is
scalable for a vast number of robots, which can be executed
with less information sharing only according to relative positions
of neighboring pursuers [12]. Pierson et al. [7] proposed an
area-minimization (AM) pursuit strategy to chase an evader in
a bounded environment. The pursuers moved to the midpoint
of the Voronoi boundary shared with the evader to shrink its
safe-reachable area. Tian et al. [13] introduced a capturing
strategy based on AM and an obstacle-aware buffered Voronoi
cell (OAVC) to ensure collision and obstacle avoidance dur-
ing MPE. Another type of Voronoi-based method is based on
weighted Voronoi tessellation that assigns a probability density
for the location of the evader and then pursuers are guided to
approach the evader by a move-to-centroid strategy. Pierson
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et al. [14] modified the weighted Voronoi cell into OAVC to
avoid collisions when pursuing the evader.

The existing voronoi-based studies mainly focuses on how
to pursue the evader in a bounded environment. The evader
often needs to be forced into a corner before it can be captured.
However, in reality, many pursuit–evasion problems occur in
unbounded environments such as the forest and urban city,
making it easier for the evader to escape. Encirclement is crucial
especially when confronted with a more intelligent evader.

In recent years, several works [15], [16], [17], [18] attempt
to encircle the adversarial evader within the capture domain
by strengthening teamwork and collaboration among the pur-
suers. Wang et al. [17] proposed an encirclement guaranteed
partitioning method to separate the pursuers in four different
quadrants of the frame centered at the evader. They primarily de-
couple the encirclement and capture problems, making pursuers
unable to flexibly adjust encirclement and capture strategies.
Fang et al. [18] introduced a distributed pursuit algorithm that
can balance between surrounding and hunting (SH) the evader.
However, its success rate of capturing depends on the strict initial
spatial conditions of all players. In reality, it is rarely seen that
desired spatial distribution can be precisely satisfied at the initial
state.

The previous approaches have limitations in achieving ef-
fective and safe capture of the evader in unbounded environ-
ments with cluttered obstacles. To address these issues, this
article proposes a distributed pursuit algorithm based on a
buffered evader-centered bounded Voronoi cell (B-ECBVC),
where collision-free trajectories are generated for cooperatively
forming an encirclement and capturing the evader. The main
contributions are summarized as follows.

1) A move-to-centroid control law is designed based on
the B-ECBVCs, which guarantees that the evader can be
encircled in a convex hull formed by a team of pursuers
for random initial configurations. A cooperative capture
strategy is developed, in which each pursuer adaptively
compresses the boundaries of B-ECBVCs to rapidly ap-
proach evader. The capture strategy, combined with the
designed control law, can effectively restrict the motions
of the evader and simultaneously reduce the capture dis-
tance.

2) A fast and reliable approach is proposed to generate safe
regions of pursuers by integrating separating hyperplanes
and buffered terms into B-ECBVCs. Collision avoidance
between robots and dense obstacles or among robots can
be guaranteed in real time.

3) Simulations are carried out to show that compared
with [7], [14], [18], our method can achieve efficient en-
circlement capture performance, and compared with [11],
have a high capture success rate in obstacle environments.
Moreover, real-time experiments with autonomous
evader and human evader are implemented to verify that
for random initial configurations, our method encourages
the effective pursuit of various escape policies.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
defines the formulation of MPE problem. Section III proposes
ECBVC-based encirclement and capture strategy. Section IV

presents distributed pursuit strategy with collision avoidance.
Section V gives the extension pursuit method with higher order
dynamics. Section VI provides the simulation and comparison
results. Section VII shows experimental results from hardware
implementation with ground mobile robots. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this article.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider an MPE problem in an unbounded environ-
ment W ⊆ R

2, involving a team of n pursuers localized at
P = [p1, . . . , pn]

T at time t, one evader, andm static obstacles.
Denote Oo as obstacle o and O := {O1, . . . Om} as a convex
set of obstacles, where o ∈ Io = {1, . . . ,m}. The goal of the
pursuers is to improve the advantages of teamwork to trap the
evader and capture it by having at least one of the pursuers come
within capture distance rc without collisions. The geometry of
pursuer i and evader can usually be modeled as compact convex
sets Ri with centered position pe = (xe, ye) and pi = (xi, yi),
respectively, where i ∈ I = {1, . . . , n}. Let ‖ · ‖ denote the
standard Euclidean norm. In the MPE problem, generally, the
robot can be described as an integrator dynamic model [7], [13],
[19]

ṗe = ve, ‖ve‖ ≤ ve,max

ṗi = vi, ‖vi‖ ≤ vp,max ∀i ∈ I (1)

where ve and vi are velocities of evader and pursuers subjected
to their maximum speed ve,max and vp,max, respectively.

Assuming that the escape policy of the evader is unavailable,
a team of pursuers needs to cooperatively form a convex hull
to restrict its motion. A convex hull formed by nc pursuers is
denoted as

Ω =

{
p ∈ W|p =

nc∑
i=1

λipi, λi ≥ 0,

nc∑
i=1

λi = 1

}
.

Since an encirclement guaranteed partition requires at least four
pursuers according to [17], we set4 ≤ nc ≤ n. The encirclement
distance de at time t is then defined as

de =

⎧⎨
⎩
−min

p∈Ω
‖p− pe‖, if pe ∈ Ω

min
p∈Ω
‖p− pe‖, otherwise.

(2)

Definition 1 (Encirclement condition [17]): The evader is
said to be encircled by the pursuers, if pe ∈ Ω or de ≤ 0 with
t ≥ 0.

Once satisfying the encirclement condition, the region where
the evader is allowed us to freely move may still remain large.
Hence, at least one of the pursuers needs to move close enough to
the evader to capture it. The minimum distance between a team of
pursuers and an evader is defined as the capture distance, that is

dc = min
i∈I

d(Ri,Re) (3)

where d(Ri,Re) := inf{‖qi − qe‖|qi ∈ Ri, qe ∈ Re}.
Definition 2 (Capture condition [7]): The evader is said to be

captured by the pursuers, if the capture distance is smaller than
the capture radius rc, i.e., dc ≤ rc with t > 0.
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The time at which the encirclement condition and the capture
condition hold can be defined as the encirclement time te and
the capture time tc, respectively. Moreover, in the process of
pursuing the evader, pursuers are required to avoid collisions
with others and obstacles.

Definition 3 (Collision-free Configuration [13]): A collision
avoidance condition can be denoted as dio = d(Ri,Oo) > ri
and dij = d(Ri,Rj) > ri + rj , where ri and rj are safety
radius for pursuer i and j, respectively.

Based on the above, the MPE problem in this article can be
stated in a precise way as follows.

Problem 1 (MPE): Given random initial configuration
P(0) ∈ W with dc(0) > rc, find a cooperative control law vi
for each pursuer i such that de ≤ 0, dc ≤ rc for some tc <∞
and dio ≥ ri, dij ≥ ri + rj for all time in an unbounded envi-
ronment.

III. ENCIRCLEMENT AND CAPTURE VIA ECBVC

A. Evader-Centered Bounded Voronoi Cell

The generalized Voronoi partition can be regarded as the inter-
section of a set of maximum margin separating hyperplanes [20],
i.e.,

Vi = {p ∈ W|‖p− p∗i‖ ≤ min{‖p− p∗e‖, ‖p− p∗j‖ }
(p∗i , p

∗
j , p
∗
e) = argmin

pi∈Ri,pj∈Rj ,pe∈Re

{d(pi, pj), d(pi, pe)}}

Ve = {p ∈ W|‖p− p∗e‖ ≤ ‖p− p∗i‖
(p∗e, p

∗
i ) = argmin

pe∈Re,pi∈Ri

d(pe, pi)}. (4)

Let pi and pe denote the vectors from the origin to pi and
pe, respectively. Therefore, the generalized Voronoi partition
in (4) can be simplified into the standard Voronoi partition,
V(P) = {Ve,V1, . . .,Vn} generated by positions of all robots
P in a form of the linear separator

Ve =
{
p ∈ W| aTeip ≤ bei

}
Vi =

{
p ∈ W| aTijp ≤ bij ∀j 
= i, i, j ∈ I

and aTiep ≤ bie
}

(5)

where aκ1κ2
, bκ1κ2

with κ1, κ2 ∈ {i, j, e} and κ1 
= κ2 are the
Voronoi linear separator parameters

aκ1κ2
= pκ1κ2

= pκ1
− pκ2

bκ1κ2
= pT

κ1κ2

pκ1
+ pκ2

2
. (6)

To guide pursuers to encircle and capture the evader, we intro-
duce the ECBVC for each pursuer, which is the intersection of
hyperplanes formed by neighboring robots within the limit of a
bounded rectangular region. The region denoted as E , is centered
at the position of the evader with the lower bound sl and upper
bound and su, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.

The definition of E can be given as follows:

E = {p ∈ W| sl ≤ p ≤ su} (7)

Fig. 1. Evader-centered bounded Voronoi cell.

where

sl = pe − [Δx Δy]T

su = pe + [Δx Δy]T. (8)

TheΔx andΔy represent the half length of the boundaries along
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. Combined with the standard
Voronoi partition, we now give the formal definition of ECBVC
as follows.

Definition 4 (Evader-centered bounded Voronoi cell): Given
a team of pursuers and an evader with a set of positions P and
the bounded rectangular region E , the evader-centered bounded
Voronoi partition V(P, E) = {VEe ,VE1 , . . .,VEn} can be defined
as convex polygon regions

VEe =
{
p ∈ W| aTeip ≤ bei ∀i ∈ I

and sl ≤ p ≤ su

}
VEi =

{
p ∈ W| aTijp ≤ bij ∀j 
= i, i, j ∈ I

aTiep ≤ bie
and sl ≤ p ≤ su

}
. (9)

B. ECBVC-Based Encirclement

The aim of encirclement is to block the evader’s movements
in an unbounded environment. In this section, a cooperative
encirclement strategy vi based on the ECBVC VEi is designed
for each pursuer i to scatter around the evader and keep it inside
the convex hull.

To drive the pursuers around the evader, we need to give
boundary limits of their Voronoi cells with considering the
localization of the evader. Let the maximum distance between a
team of pursuers and evader as Δx and Δy along the x-axis and
y-axis, respectively

Δx = max
i∈I
‖xi − xe‖

Δy = max
j∈I
‖yj − ye‖. (10)

Therefore, the parameter of upper bound su and lower bound sl
of E can be given using (10) during 0 ≤ t ≤ te.

The performance in scattering around the evader by a team
of pursuers p1, . . ., pn is assessed using an energy function
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H(E ,P) [21]:

H(E ,P) =
n∑

i=1

Hi(E ,P) =
n∑

i=1

∫
VEi
‖p− pi‖2φ(p)dp (11)

where φ(p) is a distribution density function measuring proba-
bility in the environment, and we set it as a uniform density, that
is φ(p) = C.

The partial derivative ofH(E ,P) is that

∂H(E ,P)
∂pi

=MVEi (pi − CVEi ) (12)

where MVEi and CVEi are the mass and mass centroid of each

ECBVC. It can be observed that ∂H(E,P)
∂pi

only depends on its own
position and the position of its Voronoi neighbors. The optimal
positions for each pursuer, where the value of H is minimized,
occur when they are located at the centroid of their respective
Voronoi cells. Thus, we choose a dissipative control law vi in
which each pursuer i follows its negative gradient component
and moves over its dominance region VEi :

vi = −‖vp,max‖
pi − CVEi
‖pi − CVEi ‖

. (13)

The abovementioned reactive feedback control law can ensure
that each pursuer’s location finally converges to itsCVEi . As a re-
sult, a centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) [22] is constructed
where each generator pi coincides with its CVEi .

Lemma 1: Ifp1, . . ., pn converge toCVE1 , . . ., CVEn by adopting
control law in (13), then pe will passively converge to CVEe .

Proof: The ECBVCsVEi andVEe can be uniformly discretized
as a set of points Si = {si|si ∈ VEi } for each pursuer i and
Se = {se|se ∈ VEe } for the evader, respectively. The point num-
ber inSi andSe can be represented by |Si| and |Se|, respectively.

Since ‖si − pi‖ ≤ min{‖si − pe‖, ‖si − pj‖}, each point in
Si is closer to its own generator pi than to others. There-
fore, Si can be regarded as a cluster set generated by a
cluster center pi [23], that is, Si = {si ∈ VEi |‖si − pi‖ ≤
min{‖si − pe‖, ‖si − pj‖}}. Correspondingly, cluster set
Se = {se ∈ VEe |‖se − pe‖ ≤ ‖se − pi‖} with generator pe as
its cluster center.

When all pursuers use the control law in (13) to update their
positions recursively, their Voronoi partitions will asymptoti-
cally converge to a CVT. The CVT corresponds to the optimal
clustering for cluster sets S1, . . .,Sn whose cluster centers are
CVE1 , . . ., CVEn [21]. Therefore, the cluster sets adjacent to Se are
also optimal clustering. Correspondingly, Se can be automati-
cally separated since ‖se − pe‖ ≤ ‖se − pi‖ according to (5). It
means that the clustering process forSe is completed in a passive
way, and Se is also an optimal clustering with the cluster center
pe. When |Se| → ∞

pe = lim
|Se|→∞

∑
se∈VEe se
|Se| =

∫
VEe pdp∫
VEe dp

= CVEe .

�
Proposition 1 (Properties of CVT [24]): If φ(p) = C,

pe, p1, . . . , pn can be evenly spaced when they form a CVT
asymptotically.

Fig. 2. Encirclement formed by pursuers.

To prove that the evader will be encircled by the team of
pursuers in a convex hull, the following lemma is introduced.

Lemma 2 (Theorem 5.10 in [25]): pi is a vertex of the convex
hull of the set P if and only if its corresponding Vi shares
half-infinite rays (edges) with its neighboring Voronoi cells in
standard Voronoi partition V(P).

Fig. 2 provides an example of the convex hull formed by
four pursuers. Vi is the corresponding Voronoi cell of pi and
shares half-infinite rays (edges) with its neighboring Voronoi
cells. Therefore, the enclosed area formed by the p1, . . . , p4 is a
convex hull according to Lemma 2.

Theorem 1: Assuming ve,max < vp,max, given a noncollinear
random initial configurationP(0)with dc(0) > rc, each pursuer
adopts control law in (13), the evader will be encircled eventually
by a team of pursuers in a convex hull.

Proof: Since the movement of the evader will cause CVEi
changes accordingly for each pursuer i, it can be proven that the
distance change of CVEi is smaller than ve,maxΔt by computing
the analytical expression for the change ofCVEi in a local coordi-
nate system whenve,maxΔt changes. Due tove,max < vp,max,pi
will converge to CVEi eventually. According to Lemma 1, when
p1, . . . , pn converge to CVE1 , . . ., CVEn by adopting the control
law in (13), pe will passively converge to CVEe . Thus, all robots
are located at the centroids of their corresponding Voronoi cells
eventually, which forms a CVT. As a result, the positions of all
pursuers are evenly distributed around the center according to
Proposition 1.

Since the Ve is located at the center of E , there are nc Voronoi
cells withnc ≤ n sharing semi-infinite rays with their neighbors
at the boundary of E . The pursuers that correspond to these nc
Voronoi cells, can form a convex hull according to Lemma 2. �

C. Cooperative Capture Via Resizing ECBVC

Once trapping the evader in a convex hull, pursuers are
required to rapidly decrease the capture distance while also
persistently maintaining the encirclement to prevent evader from
escaping. Therefore, the capture strategy is designed to decrease
dc by continually shrinking the boundary of E .

The shrinkage amount is determined by the movement dis-
tance of pursuers. To ensure that the evader can be encircled,
the control law vi for each pursuer i still adopts (13). Therefore,
the movement distance of pursuer i during a replanning time
step Δt isDi(Δt) = ‖vi(t)Δt‖. LetXi(Δt) and Yi(Δt) as the
x-component and the y-component of Di(Δt), i.e., Di(Δt) =√
X2

i (Δt) + Y 2
i (Δt). As shown in Fig. 3, the movement dis-

tance of the pursuers that are farthest from the evader along the
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Fig. 3. Area change of the evader Voronoi cell when compressing
region E .

x-axis and y-axis, respectively, are

DX(Δt) = ‖Xi∗(Δt)‖ with i∗ = argmax
i∈I

‖xi(t)− xe(t)‖

DY (Δt) = ‖Yj∗(Δt)‖ with j∗ = argmax
j∈I

‖yj(t)− ye(t)‖.

The shrinkage amount for E(t) with Δt can be defined as

D(Δt) = min(DX(Δt), DY (Δt)). (14)

If the length difference between the different sides of E(t) is
large at time te, the difference will grow even larger and have an
impact on the encirclement. Therefore, to shrink E(t) uniformly,
an adaptive shrinkage factor γ is introduced to adjust D(Δt)
according to Δx(t) and Δy(t), that is

γ =
Δx(t)

Δx(t) + Δy(t)
.

As a result,Δx(t+Δt) and theΔy(t+Δt) during te ≤ t ≤ tc
can be calculated using the following recursive equations:

Δx(t+Δt) = Δx(t)−D(Δt)γ

Δy(t+Δt) = Δy(t)−D(Δt)(1− γ). (15)

Proposition 2: Given pe ∈ Ω, if E is shrinking with time t
according to (15), then the area of VEe , denoted by Ae, will
decrease gradually.

Proof: Shrinking E will cause CVE1 , . . ., CVEn to shift inwards
the region. When pursuers move to the centroids of their ECB-
VCs, the area of each cell in V(P, E) will tend to become
even according to Proposition. 1. Therefore, as the entire area
of E shrinks with time, the area of VE1 , . . .,VEn will decrease
gradually. Due to pe ∈ Ω,Ae will also decrease gradually under
the influence of the pursuer that surrounds it.

�
According to Proposition 2, Ae can decrease gradually using

the capture strategy in (15). Therefore, dc will also be decreased
until satisfying the capture condition dc ≤ rc.

IV. PURSUIT WITH COLLISION AVOIDANCE

This section describes our distributed encirclement and cap-
ture algorithm with guaranteed collision avoidance.

Inner-robot collisions can be avoided by calculating sepa-
rating hyperplanes among a team aTijp ≤ bij using (5). In a
real-world environment, robot-obstacle collisions also need to

be considered to guarantee safety when pursuing the evader.
To avoid collisions strictly in real time, a set of separating
hyperplanes between robots and obstacles can be integrated
into ECBVC. The separating hyperplane is determined by the
distance between pi(t) and a bounded convex polytope of ob-
stacle Ψo = conv(ψ1, . . . , ψmo

) formed by the obstacle ver-
tices ψ1, . . . , ψmo

. The parameters aio, bio of the separating
hyperplane can be computed as the following quadratic program
problem:

min aTioaio

s.t. aTioψl − bio ≥ 1 ∀l ∈ 1, . . . ,mo

aTiopi − bio ≤ 1. (16)

After getting aio, bio, the robot-obstacles avoidance constraints
bio = min aTioΨo can be constructed. Combined with (5), an
ECBVC without collisions at each time t will be obtained.

We further consider the geometric size of the pursuers by
using the buffered Voronoi cell. One property of the buffered
Voronoi cell is that if the position of the pursuer i is inside its
corresponding Voronoi cell pi ∈ VE,bi , then the whole body of
the pursuer is inside of it [12]. Therefore, we denote safety buffer
terms βij = ri‖aij‖ and βio = ri‖aio‖ to divide each pursuer
into collision-free regions and a boundary buffer term βi = ri
to ensure the body of each pursuer within its corresponding
B-ECBVC. Note that this buffer term can be further extended
to account for the robot with different sizes in different axes.
Then, the definition of the B-ECBVC for each pursuer i is given
as follows.

Definition 5 (B-ECBVC): Given pi with ri, ∀i ∈ I, satisfy-
ing inner-robot and robot-obstacle collision-free conditions, the
B-ECBVC VE,bi can be defined as

VE,bi = {p ∈ W| aTijp ≤ bij − βij ∀j 
= i, i, j ∈ I
aTiop ≤ bio − βio
aTiep ≤ bie

and sl − [βi βi]
T ≤ p ≤ su + [βi βi]

T}.
(17)

It can be observed that the positions of pursuers will be
updated in their corresponding B-ECBVCs by adopting the
control law of (13). Therefore, if the positions of a pursuer are
constrained in the corresponding B-ECBVCs, i.e., for initial-
ization dio(0) ≥ ri, dij(0) ≥ ri + rj , then using the reactive
feedback control law in (13), its moving path will always be in a
collision-free configuration in the future [12], as shown in Fig. 4.

Another concern about pursuing in obstacles environments
is that nonconvex obstacles may cause pursuers to get trapped
in local minima. To overcome this issue, we incorporate the
navigation function in our previous work [2] into a density
map to provide feasible pursuit direction in nonconvex obstacle
environments. Then, we update Voronoi region for each pursuer
and make the pursuer move to the centroid of its region. The
density map is defined as φ(p) = e−g(p) with point p ∈ W \ O,
where g(p) is a navigation function, that is g :W \O → R

+
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Fig. 4. Illustration of guaranteed collision avoidance. The blue shaded
areas represent a B-ECBVC VE,bi .

that approximates the minimum length of a collision-free path
from any p to pe using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

V. EXTENDED PURSUIT METHOD WITH HIGHER ORDER

DYNAMICS SYSTEMS

The previous sections mainly discussed the cooperative pur-
suit method in which the model of pursuers is a first-order
system. This section will introduce how to extend our method
to higher order systems.

Consider a triple-integrator dynamic system for a quadro-
tor ṗ = v, v̇ = a, ȧ = j, with differential flatness [26].
xi = [pi,vi,ai]

T denotes the state of the robot. To ensure that
the entire pursuit process is smooth and dynamically feasible, a
kth order clamped uniform B-spline C(u) has been selected to
represent the trajectory

C(u) =
M−1∑
j=0

QjNj,k(u) (18)

where Qj represents the control point coordinates, j is the
control point index, M is the number of control points, and u is
the parameter that can be linear transfered to time t. The basis
functions Nj,k(u) can be calculated recursively using the func-
tion in [3]. Then, we formulate a trajectory generation problem
to persistently pursue the evader as an optimization problem in a
receding horizon fashion that is called model predictive control
(MPC) based local motion planning method:

Problem 2 (MPC-based Local Motion Planning):

min

∫ t+Δt

t

λuJu + λddtJd

s.t. C(tini) = pi(0),C(tend) = CVE,b
i

C ∈ VE,bi

‖d
nbC(u)

dnbt
‖ ≤ umax

nb

∀i ∈ I (19)

where λu and λd are the tradeoff paramters. For each cost
term, Ju = ‖dnbC(u)

dtnb
‖2 penalizes the aggressiveness of flight

by minimizing the integration of the square of nb = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Algorithm 1: Distributed Pursuit Using B-ECBVCs.
1: Input: Position information P , Obstacles O
2: Output: Pursuit trajectory x
3: for Each pursuer i ∈ I do
4: while dc(t) > rc do
5: sl(t), su(t)← Get boundary constraints via (8)
6: if de(t) ≤ 0 then
7: sl(t), su(t)← Reconstruct boundaries via (15)
8: end if
9: VE,bi (t), CVE,bi

(t)← Generate B-ECBVC and
centroid via (17)

10: xi ← Generate smooth trajectory via (19);
11: end while
12: end for

Jd = e−||ddyn(t)|| is defined as the collision cost with moving
obstacles, which is used to penalize the nearest distances ddyn(t)
between the quadrotor and moving obstacles. The first term of
constraints represents the performance of following the next-to-
go point, which is determined by the pursuit path. The second
indicates the safe constraints, which limit the trajectory within
pursuer’s B-ECBVC. The third termumax

nb
is the maximum value

of kinodynamic constraints.
By solving Problem 2, at each time step, a dynamically feasi-

ble trajectory can be generated to guide the quadrotor following
along the pursuit path. The optimization problem is solved again
at next time step taking into account changes in the environment.
Hence, it has the ability to enhance system’s resilience in the face
of external perturbations. Algorithm 1 presents the scheme of
our distributed encirclement and capture strategy for the MPE
problem without collisions.

VI. SIMULATIONS

This section performs some simulations to evaluate the pro-
posed algorithm. We provide some trials to validate the effec-
tiveness of our algorithm with initial randomized configurations
and different evader’s policies and compare our method with
other state-of-the-art methods. In both simulations and real-
world experiments, each robot autonomously calculates its own
pursuit or escape strategy in a distributed way, only based on
the position of other players. All simulations are conducted
in MATLAB with an Intel i7 CPU@2.60 GHz computer under
the same settings. The results are obtained with the following
parameters: The innercollision safety radius for pursuer i with
i ∈ I and evader are set as ri = 0.3m, re = 0.3m, respectively.
The capture radius is set as rc = 1.0m. The control input limits
are set as vp,max = 0.3m/s and ve,max = 0.2m/s, respectively.
The replanning time step Δt = 0.24 s.

A. Performance Under Various Escaping Policies

In the simulation, the evader adopts a first-order system and
its integrator dynamic model is ṗe = ve with ‖ve‖ ≤ ve,max. To
evaluate the generalizability of our method, different policies of
the evader are selected as follows.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of four pursuers and one evader with snapshots
for three escape policies at final capture time in obstacle-dense en-
vironments. (a) MCP, tc1 = 80.16 s. (b) GP, tc1 = 55.20 s. (c) MCP,
tc1 = 78.00 s.

Fig. 6. Distance over time for three escape policies, where circles and
diamonds represent the encirclement and capture time, respectively.
(a) Capture distance dc(t). (b) Encircled distance de(t).

1) The move-to-centroid policy (MCP) in [7] makes the
evader far away from neighbor pursuers by moving to
its Voronoi centroid. The control law ve1 using MCP is

ve1 = ‖ve,max‖
CVWe − pe
‖CVWe − pe‖

. (20)

2) The greedy policy (GP) makes the greedy choice for the
evader at each time and keeps it away from the nearest
pursuer g. The control law ve2 using GP is

ve2 = ‖ve,max‖ pg − pe
‖pg − pe‖ . (21)

3) The potential field policy (PFP) in [18] makes the evader
react more responsively to the threat posed by a team of
pursuers. The control law ve3 using PFP is

ve3 = ‖ve,max‖
∑

i
ke(pe−pi)

ri
+ pe

‖∑i
ke(pe−pi)

ri
+ pe‖

(22)

where the repulsion gain factor ke is a tradeoff between
surrounding and capture ability.

Fig. 5 shows the trajectories of four pursuers encircling and
capturing one evader over time. Starting at the nonencircled
initial configuration of staying away from the evader, pursuers
can gradually approach it by adopting the control law in (13). The
B-ECBVCs of each pursuer and the evader are shaded in blue
and red, respectively, shrinking as time passes. Then, pursuers
successfully trap the evader in a convex hull, as shown in Fig. 6,
where de equals to zeros. Once satisfying the encirclement
condition, the pursuers adaptively resize the boundaries of their
B-ECBVCs to quickly reduce dc. Over time, the evader is finally
captured (dc = rc) regardless of its various escape policies.

Fig. 7. Distance to evaluate collisions when pursuing the evader over
time. (a) Minimum distance between a team of pursuers and obstacles
Do(t). (b) Minimum distance among a team of pursuers Dp(t).

Fig. 8. Capture time and collision distance of 40 trials. (a) Capture
time under different escape policies of the evader. (b) Collision distance
in obstacle-dense environments with different numbers of robots.

Compared with GP, the evader with MCP and PFP seems more
cunning. In MCP, the evader moves far away from its Voronoi
edges formed by neighboring pursuers. Similar to MCP, each
pursuer using PFP has a repulsive force on the evader and the
magnitude of the force depends on the distance. As a result, the
capture time for MCP (tc1 = 80.16 s) and PFP (tc3 = 78.00 s)
are longer that of GP (tc2 = 55.20 s). On the other hand, the
evader using the GP is only reactive to the nearest pursuer,
making it easier to catch.

Besides, thanks to the safe convex regions generated by a set
of separating hyperplanes, collisions among obstacles and other
teammates can be strictly avoided when pursuing. As shown
in Fig. 7, the minimum distance between a team of pursuers
and obstacles, denoted by Do = min

i∈I
dio, is larger than ri while

the minimum distance among a team of pursuers, denoted by
Dp = min

i,j∈I
dij , is larger than ri + rj for all time.

B. Performance on Random Initial Configurations

A series of simulations on random initial configurations of
pursuers are conducted to analyze the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm. A total of 40 initial configurations for four
pursuers and the evader are randomly generated within the box
region [0, 20]× [0, 20] in an unbounded environment, in which
20 of them, the evader is encircled. Fig. 8(a) reports the mean
and variance of capture time for different evader’s policies. tc
required for the evader-encircled initialization is less than that
for the nonencircled initialization. It is because that resizing
boundaries of the B-ECBVCs can reduce the dc effectively. It
can also be observed that the evader with PFP and MCP is more
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Fig. 9. Trajectories obtained by our method and SH at final capture
time. The black dotted line represents encirclement. (a) Ours with PFP,
tc = 8.50 s. (b) SH with PFP, tc = 9.26 s.

sensitive to the threat of pursuers and the pursuers need to take
some time to trap the evader. Nevertheless, the evader can always
be caught within a finite time.

Another 40 trials with the random initial configurations of
pursuers in obstacle-dense environments are conducted, and the
collision distance is shown in Fig. 8(b) when the number of
pursuers is ni, i ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10}. Due to the more crowded initial
positions, bothDo andDp decrease with the increasing number
of robots. Nevertheless, the minimum values of Do and Dp for
40 trials [the line with triangle markers in Fig. 8(b)] show that
collision avoidance can always be guaranteed by integrating the
separating hyperplanes and the buffered terms into B-ECBVCs.

C. Comparative Results

This section introduces comparisons with several state-of-the-
art methods:

1) SH method [18], which designs a distributed control law
to balance SH performance;

2) AM method [7], in which pursuit strategy is designed to
move to the boundary center of the evader’s Voronoi cell;

3) obstacle-aware Voronoi cell (OAVC) method [14], in
which pursuers chase an evader guided by an information
density map of the evader;

4) multiagent deep deterministic policy gradient (MAD-
DPG) method [11], which is a deep reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm based on the actor–critic framework.

In this part, the maximum velocity ratio is ve,max/
vp,max = 0.9.

1) Pursuit in an Obstacle-Free Environment: A compar-
ative experiment between our method, SH and AM are imple-
mented in an obstacle-free environment since SH and AM do
not consider obstacles. To be fair, we will compare the proposed
method with SH and AM under PFP and MCP, respectively, in
the same initial configuration with rc = 0.5m and ri = 0. As
shown in Fig. 9, compared with our method, SH method needs to
spend much time blocking the evader under policies PFP when
confronted with a random initial position (tc = 9.26 s). This is
because the performance of this method relies on strict spatial
distributions. In contrast, our method can flexibly adjust the
encirclement and capture strategy regardless of escape policies
with shorter capture time (tc = 8.50 s). In Fig. 10, using the AM
method, pursuers fail to trap the evader before capturing when

Fig. 10. Trajectories obtained by our method and AM at middle time.
The black dotted line represents the encirclement. (a) Our with MCP,
t = 2.38 s (b) AM with MCP, t = 2.38 s.

Fig. 11. Performance comparison with MADDPG of one trail.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SUCCESS RATE WITH MADDPG

t = 2.38 s. This is because the AM method is too greedy to
move directly toward the evader in an unbounded environment,
making the evader easier to escape. However, our method can
keep the evader in the encirclement condition until satisfying
the capture condition.

2) Pursuit in an Obstacle Environment: We compare the
proposed method with MADDPG.1 In simulations, 20 initial
configurations for three pursuers and two obstacles are randomly
generated in an unbounded environment. An example of com-
pared trajectories is given in Fig. 11 and the success rate (catch-
ing the evader in a defined space limit with collision avoidance) is
shown in Table I. It can be observed that MADDPG struggles to
adapt to more intelligent evaders who utilize an advanced escape
strategy, whereas it was able to capture a randomly moving
evader. This is due to MADDPG’s emphasis on optimizing
local rewards without any explicit consideration of coordination,
which gives the evader an advantage in escaping. In addition,
pursuers experience difficulty in learning generalizable policies
that are effective across a range of escaping strategies of the
evader. In contrast, our algorithm can handle various escape
policies of the evader and guarantee collision-free, indicating its
greater robustness in cluttered environments.

1The source code of MADDPG can be found in https://github.com/starry-
sky6688/MADDPG/
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Fig. 12. Comparison between our method and OAVC method with
MCP in a nonconvex environment. (a) Our method, capture time
tc = 28.8 s (b) OAVC, t = 28.8 s

Fig. 13. Pursuit trajectories with four quadrotors in a cluttered environ-
ment. The greed curves are the trajectories of moving obstacles.

A comparative simulation is also conducted between the
proposed method and the OAVC method for a highly nonconvex
environment. Three pursuers and one evader scatter around a
long corridor environment where the evader can get away from
the corridor. The paths obtained by our method are shown in
Fig. 12(a). When the evader hides in the corridor, two ini-
tially blocked pursuers can autonomously find collision-free and
deadlock-free paths to approach the evader with the guidance of
the navigation function. Once exiting from the corridor, the
pursuers quickly surround the evader and simultaneously reduce
the distance between them. However, as shown in Fig. 12(b), the
OAVC method drives the pursuers to move toward the evader’s
high-density value without considering the effect of obstacles,
resulting in the pursuers getting stuck in corners. The OAVC
method is greedy and inadvertently creates opportunities for the
evader to escape.

D. Results for Higher Order Dynamics Systems

This part validates the performance of the extended method
for MPE using quadrotors that are triple-integrator dynamic sys-
tems. The dynamic constraints of the quadrotor are set to be v =
[1.0,−0.5, 1.0], a = [2.0,−0.5, 1.5], and j = [5.0,−2.0, 3.0]
with maximum limit horizontally, minimum and maximum lim-
its vertically. Due to the requirement of higher control frequency
of the quadrotor than mobile ground vehicle, the replanning time
step is set to be 0.1 s. As shown in Fig. 13(a), pursuers can
encircle and capture the evader using smooth trajectories to fast
follow the pursuit path.

We further validate the robustness in a dynamic and cluttered
environment with 32 static obstacles and two dynamic obstacles
shuttling horizontally. As shown in Fig. 13(b), the MPC-based

Fig. 14. Pursuing an autonomous evader. (a) t = 0.0 s.
(b) tc = 24.02 s

local motion planner is capable of maneuvering automatically
and adjusting the behavior by replanning a safe trajectory to
resist collision with moving obstacles.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we test the effectiveness of our algorithm in
a real-world environment with 8 m × 16 m. All experiments
are conducted with the same parameters as simulations. We
use Robomaster as the platform, which can be formulate as a
single integral dynamic model. Each robot is equipped with
an onboard computer NX running ROS, allowing the robot
to calculate its own policy autonomously in real time. Com-
munication was achieved through the ROS network, and each
pursuer only need obtain the position of other robots without
knowing their policies. The full video can be found on the
https://youtu.be/H3owgGUoTko.

We first conduct experiments using autonomous robots in
a corridor environment. The PFP strategy is adopted by an
autonomous evader since it is a more cunning escape policy.
As shown in Fig. 14(a), a group of pursuers is initially at one
side of the corridor. The corridor easily causes multiple robots
to get stuck or shake back and forth if they cannot cooperatively
find directions. As expected, they smoothly navigate through
the corridor and approach the evader in a cooperative way by
the proposed method, as shown in Fig. 14(b). Once coming
out of the corridor, pursuers adaptively adjust the strategy to
encircle the evader. Eventually, the evader is captured eventually
at tc = 24.02 s.

We also treat a human as an evader to further verify the effec-
tiveness of our method, as shown in Fig. 15. The human moves at
an uneven speed, causing randomness and unpredictable moving
directions that can react to pursuit more intelligently. In this ex-
periment, the human holds a localization stick, and pursuers can
obtain the real-time position of the human through the motion
capture system. As shown in Fig. 15, given the nonencircled
initial configuration, the team of pursuers can encircle the human
from both sides and successfully trap her at te = 5.21 s. After
encirclement, a team of pursuers approach the human quickly
and capture it at tc = 23.31 s eventually. Despite having unequal
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Fig. 15. Pursuing a human as an evader. (a) t = 0.0 s (b) tc = 23.31 s

information between the pursuers and the evader, pursuers can
still encircle and capture the evader in a cooperative way using
our algorithm.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This article develops a distributed encirclement and capture
algorithm in an obstacle-dense environment with guaranteed
collision avoidance. We give a theoretical analysis to ensure that
a team of pursuers can eventually encircle the evader in a convex
hull. By continually compressing the boundary of B-ECBVCs,
the capture condition will be satisfied while maintaining the
encirclement. We also validated our method in both simulations
and experiments with autonomous evaders and a human evader
to show the effectiveness of our method under various unknown
escape policies. Future work includes extensions to multiple
evaders and MPE problems with a time constraint.
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